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Quantum Poincaré Recurrences
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We show that quantum effects modify the decay rate of Poincaré recurrencesPstd in classical
chaotic systems with hierarchical structure of phase space. The exponentp of the algebraic decay
Pstd ~ 1ytp is shown to have the universal valuep  1 due to tunneling and localization effects.
Experimental evidence of such decay should be observable in mesoscopic systems and cold atoms.
[S0031-9007(98)08273-8]
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The general structure of classical phase space in cha
Hamiltonian systems displays a hierarchical mixture
integrable and chaotic components down to smaller a
smaller scales [1]. This complicated structure leads,
particular, to an anomalous power law decay of Poinca
recurrencesPstd and correlationsCstd inside the chaotic
components [2,3]. As it follows from the Poincaré theo
rem a trajectory always returns to a region around
origin, but the statistical distribution of recurrences d
pends on the dynamics. For a strongly chaotic motio
e.g., in the Arnold cat map [1], the probabilityPstd to
return or survive in a given region after timet decays
exponentially witht (as for coin flipping). However, in
a more general case of systems with hierarchical stru
ture of phase space the decay ofPstd is algebraic (see a
more detailed discussion in the related Letter [4]). Phy
cally, such slow decay appears due to a decrease, do
to zero, of the diffusion rate for a trajectory when it ap
proaches the chaos border determined by some criti
invariant curve [2,3,5–7]. Typically,Pstd , Cstdyt ,
t2p with p ø 1.5 [2]. As a result the integrated corre
lation function, which determines the diffusion rate (D ,R

C dt), can diverge thus leading to a superdiffusiv
propagation [8]. Such effects are important for electro
dynamics in superlattices where usually the phase sp
has a mixed structure [9].

The above anomalous properties had been studied
great detail for classical systems [2,3,5–9]. Howeve
the question how they are affected by quantum dyna
ics was not addressed up to now. This problem becom
more and more important not only due to its fundame
tal nature but also in the light of recent experiments wi
mesoscopic systems. Indeed, different types of ballis
quantum dots can now be studied in laboratory expe
ments [10] and the phase space in such systems gene
has a mixed structure. Since the probability to stay
a given region is directly related withPstd and Cstd, its
slow decay can significantly affect conductance prope
ties. In particular it has been proposed that such dec
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should lead to fractal conductance fluctuations [11], t
experimental observation of which has been reported
cently [12]. According to [11,12] the fractal exponents

for conductance fluctuations is directly related to the e
ponentp ass  2 2 py2.

A different type of system in which such effect
should be observable experimentally is given by co
atoms in external laser fields where the Kicked Rota
model of quantum chaos has been built experimenta
[13,14]. Possibilities of experimental investigation o
slow probability decay in such systems has been discus
recently [15].

The experimental studies of slow power correlatio
decay in the regime of quantum chaos are also import
from the fundamental point of view, since here th
typical scale of correlation decay is much larger than t
Ehrenfest time scaletE , ln 1yh̄ on which the minimal
coherent wave packet spreads over the available ph
space. To the best of our knowledge the comparis
of classical and quantum correlations in such a regi
has not been investigated so far. Only recently such
comparison has been made in the regime of hard ch
with exponential correlation decay [16]. In this pap
we address directly the comparison between class
and quantum Poincaré recurrences (QPR), related to
correlations decay, in the regime with mixed phase spa
Our results demonstrate a new universal law for QP
related to localization and tunneling effects.

To investigate the QPR we use the model of kick
rotator with absorbing boundary conditions studied
[16,17]. The evolution operator over the periodT of the
perturbation is given by

c̄  Ûc  P̂ e2iTn̂2y4e2ik cosûe2iTn̂2y4c , (1)

where P̂ is a projection operator over quantum statesn
in the interval s2Ny2, Ny2d. Here, we puth̄  1 so
that the commutator isfn̂, ûg  2i and the classical limit
corresponds tok ! `, T ! 0, while the classical chaos
parameterK  kT remains constant. In the classical lim
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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the dynamics is described by the Chirikov standard ma

n̄  n 1 k sin

√
u 1

Tn
2

!
; ū  u 1

T
2

sn 1 n̄d ,

(2)

in which orbits are absorbed outside the interval2Ny2 ,

n , Ny2. In order to study the classical and quantu
survival probability Pstd we fixed the ratioNyk  4
and take the classical chaos parameterK  2.5, so that
the classical phase space has a hierarchical structur
integrable islands and chaotic components.

A typical example of classical and quantum surviv
probability decay is shown in Fig. 1. The classic
probability Pstd decays with a power law with exponen
p ø 2 in a range of 6 orders of magnitude. In this cas
the exponent is slightly different from the typical valu
1.5. Indeed as discussed in [2,3,5,6] the exponent c
vary from system to system (and even oscillates with lnt)
depending on the local structure of phase space in
vicinity of the critical boundary invariant curve whos
rotation number can play an important role.

The quantum survival probabilityPqstd is plotted for
different values ofN (effective h̄ is proportional to1yN)
in Fig. 1. In agreement with the correspondence princip
the quantum probability follows the classical value durin
a rather long time scale which grows withN . For longer
times the quantum probabilityPqstd is found to approxi-
mately follow the quantum decay law

Pqstd ø Cyt , (3)

where C is some constant. This latter decay continu
during a rather long interval of time (4 orders of magnitud
in time for the caseN  36). Of course (3) represents
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FIG. 1. Classical (thick continuous line) and quantum (th
continuous and dotted lines) probability decays forK  2.5
and Nyk  4. The two dashed straight lines show slope
and 1. The quantum curves correspond toN  3p with p
increasing from 5 (upper continuous line) to 10 (lower dotte
line). The starting conditions are two symmetric lines
n  6Ny3, both for the classical and quantum evolutions.
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an intermediate asymptotic behavior since fort ! ` the
decay will be exponentialPqstd , exps2Gmintd, where
Gmin is determined by the minimal imaginary part o
the eigenvaluel of the evolution operator̂U sÛcl 
e2ilcld.

In order to better understand the origin of quantu
behavior (3) we studied the probability decay in a simpl
case where the classical dynamics is completely chao
(K  7) or quasiintegrable (K  0.5). The quantum and
classical probability decays are shown in Fig. 2 fork  5
and absorption forn # 0 and n . N  500. Initially
the probability is concentrated atn  0. For K  7 the
classical probability decays, asymptotically, exponentia
with time Pstd  0.11 exps2gtd. The value ofg can be
found from the solution of the Fokker-Planck equatio
with absorbing boundary conditions which givesg ø
Dp2y2n2, where D  bk2y2 is the classical diffusion
rate [see Eq. (4) in [17] ]. The value ofb depends on
the classical chaos parameter and forK  7 is b ø 2.8
[17]. Therefore the expected theoretical value isg 
6.9 3 1024 which is close to the numerical valueg 
6.4 3 1024. The asymptotic exponential decay starts aft
the diffusive timetD ø 1yg. The quantum probability in
this case (Fig. 2) follows the classical one during som
interval of time after which it decays according to Eq. (3

The quantum decay (3) can be understood in the f
lowing way. The quantum eigenstates are localized w
localization length, ø Dy2 [18]. Therefore the absorp-
tion time for a state at a distancen from the absorb-
ing boundary ist , exps2ny,d. Sincen is proportional
to the total measurem , n ~ , ln t, it follows that the
survival probability isPqstd  dmydt , ,yt in agree-
ment with (3). The same estimate can be obtained
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FIG. 2. Classical (continuous lines) and quantum (dash
lines) probability decays forK  0.5 (grey lines) andK  7
(black lines); parameterk  5. The evolution starts atn  0
and the probability is absorbed forn # 0 and n . 500. The
two thin straight lines have slope one, while the dotted gr
curve shows the fit for the classical decay atK  7: P 
0.11 exps2gtd, g  6.4 3 1024.
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expanding an initial state over eigenstates of the evo
tion operator (1) with probabilitiesjcnj2 , e22ny,y, and
ionization ratesGn , jcnj2 , e22ny,yD. Then the sur-
vival probability Pqstd ,

R`

0 jcnj2e2Gnt dn , Dyt. Our
data atK  7 for different values ofk sk  5, 6, . . . , 10d
give thatC  aDb, with a  0.27s5d andb  0.92s13d.

The above derivation of the decay law (3) refers to t
regime of quantum localization of chaos. For the int
grable case one still has the ratesGn , jcnj2 , e2ny,eff ,
where ,eff is an effective length determined by tunne
ing in the classically forbidden region. However her
the fluctuations in time are stronger since,eff depends
on the local structure of invariant curves and islands
the integrable domain. Nevertheless the global decay
K  0.5 is in agreement with the1yt law (see Fig. 2). In
both casessK  7; 0.5d, the quantum decay proceeds i
a much slower way than the corresponding classical o
Because of the above reasons even in the case of m
phase space the decay follows the1yt law in accordance
with numerical data of Fig. 1. The1yt behavior can con-
tinue up to a timetmax ~ expsNy,effd , 1yGmin which is
determined by the minimal decay rate in the system. F
t . tmax the quantum survival probabilityPqstd decays
exponentially with timePqstd ~ exps2tytmaxd.

The ionization rateGl of an eigenstatecl localized at a
distancen from the absorbing boundary is proportional t
Gl ~ exps2ny,effd; therefore the number of such state
is proportional to the measurem , n , ln 1yG. As a
result the probability to find a valueG in the interval
dG is dWydG , dmydG , 1yG. Our numerical data
for dWydG obtained in the localized regime confirm thi
1yG dependence (see [19]).

An interesting question is at what time scale the QP
start to deviate from their classical behavior. To test the
deviations we determined them in two different way
The first one is defined as the timetq at which the ratio
of classical over quantum probability isPstqdyPqstqd 
0.9. This condition gives the first quantum deviatio
and was studied in [16] where it was foundtq ~

p
N ~p

1yh̄. This time scale can be explained on the bas
of analysis of eigenvalue fluctuations of the evolutio
operatorÛ in the complex plane or as the result of wea
localization corrections [16]. Our numerical data show
in Fig. 3 confirm this dependence even if the situatio
is qualitatively different from that in [16], where the
integrable component was absent, while here we ha
power law decay in a mixed phase space (see Fig. 1).

However, at timetq quantum probability only starts to
deviate from the classical one while the behavior (3) c
set in after a longer timetH . We determine this time in
two ways: (i) tH ø ln Pstqdy ln Pqstqd  0.9 (circles and
stars in Fig. 3) and (ii) as the crossing point between t
two extrapolations for the classical behaviorPstd ~ 1yt2

and the quantum onePqstd ~ 1yt (crosses in Fig. 3). The
data for stars in Fig. 3 were obtained by averaging ov
50 values ofN near a given value. We used two method
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FIG. 3. Dependence of quantum time scalestq (full dia-
monds) andtH (circles, crosses, stars) on the system sizeN
(see the text). The dotted and continuous straight lines sh
the theoretical slopes1y2 and1, for tq andtH , respectively.

to determine the time scaletH because the first definition
gives large oscillations related to the oscillations of th
classicalPstd in ln t while the second definition allows
one to smooth out the effect of the oscillations. Th
numerical data are in agreement with the depende
tH , N ~ 1yh̄. This time can be interpreted as th
Heisenberg time scale, which is determined by inver
level spacings, and after which the quantum behav
becomes qualitatively different from the classical one.

The above scalestq and tH can be also seen in
the quantum evolution of the Husimi function obtaine
from the Wigner function by smoothing over the size o
the h̄ cell. This evolution is presented in Fig. 4. Fo
short timest , tq  150 the classical and the quantum
probability distributions in the phase spacesn, ud look
rather similar. The quantum Husimi function reflects th
underline fractal structure of the classical distributio
For larger times the classical recurrencies are determi
by more and more fine scales in the phase space
the classical distribution becomes localized around sm
islands near critical invariant curves. On such lon
times t . tH  3000 the quantum evolution in phase
space in proximity of critical invariant curves become
influenced by quantum interference effects that results
a qualitatively different probability distribution (Fig. 4)
The penetration of quantum probability in phase spa
on smaller and smaller scales proceeds via a very s
tunneling process and as a result the Husimi functi
remains almost unchanged when the time is increa
almost by 2 orders of magnitude (Fig. 4).

At very long times t . tmax the quantum decay be-
comes exponential; this corresponds to eigenstates wh
are localized in the center of the island (Fig. 4). W
have been able to observe such a localized asympt
Husimi function forN  34 (Fig. 4). However, already
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FIG. 4(color). Left column: Husimi function at time102 (top),
5 3 103 (middle), and3 3 105 (bottom), for the case in Fig. 1
with N  38. Right column: classical density plot of orbits
surviving up to time102 (top) and 5 3 103 (middle). The
right bottom shows the Husimi function forN  34, t  107.
Distributions are averaged in a small time intervaldt  20
near the givent values. The size of the phase region (u,n)
is 0 # u # 2p, 2Ny2 # n # Ny2. The color is proportional
to the density: blue for zero and bright red for maximal densi
(the color scale is the same for classical and quantum cases

for N  35 the timetmax is too large to reach it in our nu-
merical simulations where we followed the evolution u
to 3 3 107. Apparently this time is already comparable
with tmax and this explains the strong oscillations ofPqstd
for t . 106 (Fig. 1). At this time the quantum probability
penetrates inside four small islands while att ø 1.5 ? 107

the probability becomes concentrated inside the main ce
tral island. We stress thattmax grows exponentially with
N (N , 1yh̄). As the result, the quantum decay1yt in
the semiclassical region proceeds up to enormously lo
times. In this regime the correlation functions practicall
do not decay becauseCstd ~ tPstd ø const.

In conclusion, we established a new universal law fo
probability and correlations decay in quantum system
both in the exponentially localized regime and in regime
in which classical dynamics has a mixed phase space.
should be possible to observe this universal behavior
the kicked rotator model which has been studied in expe
ments with cold atoms [13,14]. A similar effect should
be also observable in the experiments with micromet
droplet lasing discussed recently in [20]. The quantu
decay (3) ofPqstd has exponentp  1 that should also
ty
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effect the fractal dimension of conductance fluctuations
soft billiards studied in [11,12]. According to these resul
the fractal dimension of these fluctuations should bes 
2 2 py2  1.5. This regime should start at large time
t . tH which requires one to analyze conductance flu
tuations with very fine resolution of magnetic field. Th
above value ofs has not been seen in experiments [11
which apparently indicates that the experimental res
lution was not yet sufficient to detect quantum Poinca
recurrences at large times.
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